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SSC Conflict of Interest Policy
The Surviving Sepsis Campaign (SSC) Guidelines Committee developed and adopted a
comprehensive conflict of interest (COI) policy at the commencement of the current update
process. This policy was established to ensure that SSC managed real and potential COI (both
financial and non-financial) in an open and effective manner in order to secure and preserve
transparency and public trust in the integrity of SSC processes and products. The comprehensive
policies and standards for the management of COI applied to all subcommittees, work groups,
task forces, evidence process panels, and writing panels as well as individual volunteers, liaisons,
staff, and others involved in SSC Guidelines Committee work.
The goals of the COI policy were:1) to enhance the objectivity, scientific rigor, and
transparency of official SSC statements, guidelines, and documents by providing an explicit
methodology for individuals and participating organizations to identify and disclose all personal
or institutional “competing interests” that may cause, or be perceived as causing, a COI affecting
the individual’s participation in the activity, and resolve all conflicts of interest; and 2) to provide
for disclosure and resolution of COI in a manner respectful of the SSC participating
organizations and other individuals essential to SSC activities, and respectful of confidentiality
to the extent appropriate.
Individual participants were required to provide a written disclosure of all potential COI
(both financial and non-financial) by completing the International Committee of Medical Journal
Editors (ICMJE) Uniform Disclosure Form for Potential Conflicts of Interest. Although
committee members were encouraged to specify remuneration of any dollar amounts, this was
not mandatory. A separate questionnaire was developed to record non-financial COI, including

an assessment of each participant’s approach to the use of guidelines and incorporation of
evidence into clinical decision making in sepsis.
Updates were required whenever material changes occurred in an individual’s status.
Processes were established for review and adjudication of COI (Appendix B of guideline
document). Individuals with COI in a particular area or topic who were selected for a leadership
role with oversight or responsibility for that area or topic were subject to heightened adjudication
by the Executive Committee. The Executive Committeereviewed initial disclosures before
deciding on participants, and excluded participants if there was a conflict that could not be
resolved. The chair of each subgroup and more than 50% of the members of each subgroup were
required to be free of any relevant relationship with industry and of any significant nonfinancial
COI or competing organizational relationship. Any chair of a writing group with any relevant
COI was asked to step down as chair.
During in-person meetings and telephone conference calls, each individual all
participants were required to make a verbal statement each time they spoke regarding their
potential COI. Any individuals with a financial conflict relative to the subject matter about to be
discussed were asked to recuse themselves from the deliberation, unless they had special
information of a technical nature. Formal abstention from all votes and actions was required for
any individual with a potential recorded COI.
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Combined topical digestive tract antibiotics (includes chlorhexidine) versus no prophylaxis
for mechanical ventilation > 48 hours
Patients: Adults intubated >48 hours
Settings: Intensive care unit
Intervention: Topical digestive tract antimicrobials, including chlorhexidine
Comparison: No prophylaxis
Sources: Analysis performed by M. Nunnally and S. Opal for Surviving Sepsis Campaign, using
following publications: Liberati A. Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews 2010 Issue 9; de
Smet AMGA. N Engl J Med 2009;360(1):20-31; Chan E. BMJ 2007;334:889-900; BellisimoRodrigues F. Infect Control Hosp Epidemiol 2009;30(10):952-958; Cabov T. Wien Klin
Wochenschr 2010;122:397-404; Panchabhai TS. Chest 2009;135:1150-1156; Scannapieco FA. Crit
Care 2009;13(4):R117;Tantipong H. Infect Control Hosp Epidemiol 2008;29(2):131-136.
Outcomes

Illustrative
Relative No of
Quality of Comments
comparative risks
effect participants evidence
(95% CI)
(95% (studies)
(GRADE)
CI)
Assumed Corresponding
risk
risk
Control Topical
antimicrobials
Overall mortality, all
269 per 266 per 1000 RR 0.99 8530
ْْْٚ
(250 to 285) (0.93 to (25 studies) moderate1,2,3
studies
1000
1.06)
Overall mortality
178 per 188 per 1000 RR 1.06 2853
ْْْٚ
(164 to 215) (0.92 to (11 studies) moderate2,3,4
1000
−chlorhexidinevs no
1.21)
prophylaxis
Overall mortality
313 per 303 per 1000 RR 0.97 5677
ْْْٚ
(281 to 328) (0.9 to (14 studies) moderate2,3,5
−topical antibiotics vs no 1000
1.05)
prophylaxis
Respiratory tract
221 per 124 per 1000 RR 0.56 4588
ْْْٚ
(99 to 152)
(0.45 to (23 studies) moderate2,6
infection, all studies
1000
0.69)
Respiratory tract
156 per 100 per 1000 RR 0.64 2853
ْْْٚ
(80 to 127)
(0.51 to (11 studies) moderate2,7
infection−chlorhexidinevs 1000
0.81)
no prophylaxis
Respiratory tract
321 per 154 per 1000 RR 0.48 1735
ْْْٚ
(106 to 218) (0.33 to (12 studies) moderate2,8
infection−topical
1000
0.68)
antibiotic vs no
prophylaxis
CI = confidence interval, RR = risk ratio.
The assumed risk is the control group risk across studies. The corresponding risk (and its 95% CI)
is based on the assumed risk in the comparison group and the relative effect of the intervention (and
its 95% CI).

1 2

I = 0%; test for subgroup differences, I2 = 15%.
2
Patient population includes all critically ill patients, not just septic patients.
3
Several studies suggest harm, but we did not lower the quality of evidence for imprecision.
4 2
I = 11% (P = 0.34).
5 2
I = 0%.
6 2
I = 52% (P = 0.002). Test for subgroup differences I2 = 46.6% (P = 0.17). We did not lower for
heterogeneity, because the issue is only the degree of benefit.
7 2
I = 20% (P = 0.26).
8 2
I = 68% (P = 0.0003). We did not lower for heterogeneity, because the issue is only the degree of
benefit.
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Low-dose long-term glucocorticosteroids for severe sepsis and septic shock
Patient or population: Patients with severe sepsis and septic shock
Settings: Intensive care unit
Intervention: Low-dose long-term glucocorticosteroids
Comparison: No corticosteroid
Source: Analysis performed by H. Gerlach for the Surviving Sepsis Campaign, using following
publication: Patel GP. Am J Respir Crit Care Med 2012;185:133-139
Outcomes

Illustrative
comparative risks
(95% CI)
Assumed Corresponding
risk
risk
Placebo Low-dose
long-term
glucocorticosteroids
432 per 394 per 1000
(329 to 467)
1000

Relative No of
effect
Participants
(95% CI) (studies)

Quality of Comments
evidence
(GRADE)

RR 0.91 968
Mortality
ْْٚٚ
(0.76 to (6 studies)
Follow-up: mean 28
low1,2
1.08)
days
Mortality in higher
612 per 471 per 1000 RR 0.77 381
ْْْٚ
(343 to 642) (0.56 to (3 studies)
baseline mortality
1000
moderate3,4
1.05)
studies
Follow-up: mean 28
days
Mortality in lower
317 per 336 per 1000 RR 1.06 587
ْْْٚ
(270 to 425) (0.85 to (3 studies)
1000
baseline mortality
moderate5
1.34)
studies
Follow-up: mean 28
days
CI = confidence interval, RR = risk ratio.
The assumed risk is the control group risk across studies. The corresponding risk (and its 95%
CI) is based on the assumed risk in the comparison group and the relative effect of the
intervention (and its 95% CI).
1
Some suggestion of heterogeneity between three studies with higher baseline mortality and three
with lower.
2
Results are not statistically significant and include large benefit and small harm.
3 2
I = 31%, but concerns size of benefit and not direction.
4
Imprecision. With the use of fixed effect model RR 0.82 (0.69−0.99).
5
Imprecision as confidence intervals include harm.
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Neuromuscular blocking agents (NMBA) compared to placebo in patients with acute
respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS)
Patient or population: Patients with ARDS
Settings: Intensive care unit (ICU)
Intervention: NMBA
Comparison: Placebo
Sources: Analysis performed by W. Alhazzani and J. Sevransky for the Surviving Sepsis
Campaign, using following publications: Papazian L. N Engl J Med 2010;363:1107-1116;
Gainnier M. Crit Care Med 2004;32:113-119; Forel JM. Crit Care Med 2006;34:2749-2757.
Outcomes

Mortality at
28 days
Mortality in
ICU

Illustrative comparative
risks (95% CI)
Assumed Corresponding risk
risk
Placebo NMBA
Study population
389 per 257 per 1000
(195 to 339)
1000
447 per 313 per 1000
(246 to 398)
1000

Relative No of
Quality of
effect
Participants evidence
(95%
(studies)
(GRADE)
CI)
RR 0.66 431
(0.50 to (3 studies)
0.87)

ْْْٚ
moderate1,2

RR 0.70 431
(0.55 to (3 studies)
0.89)

ْْْٚ
moderate1,2

431
(3 studies)

ْْْْ
high3

ICU-acquired 298 per 322 per 1000
(247 to 420)
weakness
1000

RR 1.08 431
(0.83 to (3 studies)
1.41)

ْْٚٚ
low1,2,4

Barotrauma

RR 0.43 431
(0.20 to (3 studies)
0.90)

ْْْٚ
moderate1,2

The mean
ventilator-free days
in intervention
groups was
1.91 higher
(0.28 to 3.55
higher)

Ventilatorfree days
Follow-up: 28
days

96 per
1000

41 per 1000
(19 to 87)

Comments

CI = confidence interval, RR = risk ratio.
The assumed risk is the control group risk across studies. The corresponding risk (and its 95%
CI) is based on the assumed risk in the comparison group and the relative effect of the
intervention (and its 95% CI).
1
Two trials lacked appropriate blinding.
2
Due to small number of available trials, we could not assess for publication bias.

3
4

Ventilator-free days correlate with survival.
Wide confidence interval crossing equivalence and including significant harm.
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Mortality in Clinical Trials of Intensive Insulin Therapy by High or Moderate Glucose Level
Control Groups
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Histamine-2 receptor antagonists (H2RA) compared to placebo or no treatment for
prevention of gastrointestinal (GI) bleeding
Patient or population: Critically ill patients
Settings: Intensive care units
Intervention: H2RA
Comparison: Placebo or no treatment
Sources: Prepared by W. Alhazzaniand C. Sprungfor the Surviving Sepsis Campaign using the
following studies: Marik PE. Crit Care Med 2010;38:2222-2228; Leonard J. Am J Gastroenterol
2007;102:2047-2056.
Outcomes

Illustrative
Relative No of
Quality of Comments
comparative risks
effect Participants evidence
(95% CI)
(95% (studies)
(GRADE)
CI)
Assumed Corresponding
risk
risk
Control H2RA
Clinically important GI Low1
OR 0.47 1836
ْْْٚ
(0.29
to
(17
studies)
bleeding (CIB)
moderate2,3,4
5 per
2 per 1000
0.76)
(1 to 4)
1000
High1
50 per 24 per 1000
(15 to 38)
1000
Overall mortality
164 per 168 per 1000 OR 1.03 1540
ْْْٚ
(132 to 211) (0.78 to (14 studies) moderate4,5
1000
1.37)
Nosocomial (hospital114 per 165 per 1000 OR 1.53 1157
ْْْٚ
(103 to 252) (0.89 to (9 studies) moderate4,6
1000
acquired) pneumonia
2.61)
Clostridium difficile
50 per 93 per 1000 OR 1.95 18468
ْٚٚٚ
(72 to 120)
(1.48 to (19 studies) very low7
infection (in studies
1000
2.58)
examining any
antisecretory therapy7)
OR = odds ratio, CI = confidence interval.
1
Frequency of clinically important GI bleeding varies: 1.5% (observational study; Cook,
NEnglJMed 1994;330:377), 3.8% (group receiving sucralfate in Cook. N Engl J Med
1998,338:791). In the first study, patients without need for mechanical ventilation for more than
48hr and without coagulopathy (platelet count <50,000 or international normalized ratio >1.5 or
activated partial thromboplastin time more than two times normal) had 0.1% risk of bleeding.
Other authors list number of other potential risk factors of less-established significance, including
burn, brain or multiple trauma, hypotension, renal or liver failure, steroid use, etc.
2
All studies used randomization, most used blinding. Quality of evidence not lowered.
3
Benefits not present in studies using enteral nutrition for all or most of the patients (OR for

mortality 1.89 [1.04−3.44, total of 65 events]); for pneumonia OR 2.81 (1.2−6.56, 41 events) and
for CIB 1.26 (0.43−3.7, 28 events). We consider this an exploratory finding and, while lowering
the quality of evidence, decided to provide one recommendation. We acknowledge the possibility
of a different interpretation.
4
Most studies are old and may be of limited applicability today. Quality of evidence not lowered.
5
Overall no difference, possible harm in studies using enteral nutrition.
6
Unable to exclude harm.
7
From Leonard J, et al. Am J Gastroenterol 2007;102: 2047. Observational studies with
indirectness to critically ill patients. The association was numerically greater for proton pump
inhibitor (OR 2.05 [1.47−2.85]) than for H2RA (OR 1.48 [1.06−2.06]) without statistically
significant difference between those two classes of drugs (P=0.17). We did not consider this
outcome critical, but we acknowledge the possibility of a different interpretation.
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Proton pump inhibitors (PPI) compared to histamine-2 receptor antagonists (H2RA) for
prevention of gastrointestinal (GI) bleeding
Patient or population: Critically ill patients
Settings: Intensive care units
Intervention: PPI
Comparison: H2RA
Sources: Prepared by W. Alhazzaniand C. Sprungfor the Surviving Sepsis Campaign using the
following studies: Alhazzani. Pol Arch Med Wewn 2012;122:107-114; Leonard J. Am J
Gastroenterol 2007;102:2047-2056.
Outcomes

Illustrative comparative
risks (95% CI)
Assumed Corresponding
risk
risk
H2RA
PPI
Clinically
Low
important GI
10 per
4 per 1000
bleeding
(2 to 7)
1000
High
50 per
18 per 1000
(10 to 34)
1000
Overall mortality 223 per 223 per 1000
(181 to 275)
1000
Nosocomial
pneumonia

105 per
1000

112 per 1000
(77 to 160)

Relative No of
Quality of
effect
Participants evidence
(95%
(studies)
(GRADE)
CI)

Comments

1274
RR
ْْٚٚ
(11 studies) low2,3,4
0.36
(0.19 to
0.67)1

RR 1.00
(0.81 to
1.23)
RR 1.06
(0.73 to
1.52)6
OR 1.95
(1.48 to
2.58)

1007
(7 studies)

ْْْٚ
moderate5

1100
(8 studies)

ْْْٚ
moderate2,7

18,468
Clostridium
50 per
93 per 1000
ْٚٚٚ8
(72 to 120)
(19 studies) very low
difficile infection 1000
(in studies
examining any
antisecretory
therapy)
CI = confidence interval, RR = relative risk, OR = odds ratio.
1
In two recent meta-analyses (Pongprasobchai. J Med Assoc Thai 2009;92:632; Lin. Crit Care
Med 2010;38:1197): OR 0.42 (95% CI, 0.2−0.91) and risk difference (RD) -4% (95% CI, -9 to
+1%).
2
Only three studies were in low bias risk category. For the remainder, the bias risk was mostly
due to unclear blinding and unclear concealment of randomization. This is less important for
mortality (not downgraded for that outcome).
3
High or unknown risk of bias studies (lower quality) provided larger estimate of PPI efficacy
than studies of higher quality (RR 0.16 [0.07-0.39] versus 0.6 [0.27-1.35]).

4

Some asymmetry of funnel plot noted; quality of evidence is not lowered for possibility of
publication bias. Quality lowered due to imprecision (data based on <50 events).
5
A minority of the studies was in the low bias risk category. Most studies had unclear blinding
and concealment of randomization.
6
Two recent meta-analyses (Pongprasobchai 2009; Lin 2010): RD +1% (-9 to +11%), OR 1.02
(0.59−1.75).
7
Imprecision: Wide confidence interval.
8
From Leonard J et al. Am J Gastroenterol 2007;102: 2047. Observational studies with
indirectness to critically ill patients. The association was numerically greater for PPI (OR 2.05
[1.47−2.85]) than for H2RA (OR 1.48 [1.06−2.06]) without statistically significant difference
between those two classes of drugs (P=0.17). We did not consider this outcome critical, but we
acknowledge the possibility of a different interpretation.

